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Craft	SERIES	
Designed by Simon Legald for Normann Copenhagen 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
COLOURS:   Black, White, Oak, Pickled Oak 
MATERIALS:   Marble, Oak 
SIZES AND PRICES:  
Mill small:  H: 18 cm x D: 6,7 cm   EUR 75,- / GBP 68,- / USD 75,-  
Mill large:   H: 27 cm x D: 7,5 cm   EUR 115,- / GPB 104,- / USD 115,- 
Rolling Pin:   L: 44 x D 7 cm    EUR 80,-  / GBP 73,- / USD 80,-  
Mortar & Pestle:   H: 7,5 x D: 13 & H: 12,5 x D: 3,8 cm  EUR 87,- / GBP 79,-/ USD 87,- 
Cellar   H: 4,5 x Ø: 6,4 cm  EUR 40,- / GBP 36,- / USD 40,- 
Saltshaker  H: 9,3 x Ø: 3,7 cm  EUR 40,- / GBP 36,- / USD 40,- 
Peppershaker  H: 9,3 x Ø: 3,7 cm  EUR 40,- / GBP 36,- / USD 40,- 
Paper towel holder  H: 32,5 x Ø: 14 cm  EUR 67,- / GBP 60,- / USD 67,- 
 
 
An exclusive range of kitchen utensils 
Danish designer Simon Legald has created a range of kitchen utensils for Normann Copenhagen where excellent quality and 
exclusive natural materials go hand in hand. The Craft salt and pepper mills are now joined by a mortar with pestle and rolling pin 
that, just like the mills, are made for frequent everyday use.  
 
The entire range is made of solid oak and robust marble. The utensils have a classic look and a weight that makes them comfortable 
to hold. The simple, flared shapes that cut across the entire range, also discretely distinguish the Craft product family traits. 
Simon Legald says: "The mills, mortar with pestle and rolling pin are all traditional kitchen utensils used for active jobs in the 
kitchen. Therefore the utensils have to be durable. Additionally, the work is done by hand, so for me it is essential that the quality 
can not only be seen but also felt when holding the products. The marble and oak served this purpose perfectly." 
 
The marble handle of the rolling pin gives it a good, solid grip when using it and the hard materials make the mortar with pestle 
ideal for grounding all kinds of spices. Inside of the Craft Mills are ceramic CrushGrind® grinders, which have been tested to grind 
salt and pepper for an equivalent of up to 200 years of normal household use without showing any notable signs of wear. The 
respective white and black marble handles also indicate salt and pepper.  
 
The Craft range adds a luxurious Scandinavian feel to your kitchen decor. No matter if they are standing on the table, lying in the 
drawer or being used, the eye is drawn to the Craft mills, rolling pin and mortar with pestle. 

 


